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Abstract. Reactive systems that operate in environments with complex
data, such as mobile apps or embedded controllers with many sensors,
are difficult to synthesize. Synthesis tools usually fail for such systems
because the state space resulting from the discretization of the data is
too large. We introduce TSL, a new temporal logic that separates control
and data. We provide a CEGAR-based synthesis approach for the con-
struction of implementations that are guaranteed to satisfy a TSL spec-
ification for all possible instantiations of the data processing functions.
TSL provides an attractive trade-off for synthesis. On the one hand,
synthesis from TSL, unlike synthesis from standard temporal logics, is
undecidable in general. On the other hand, however, synthesis from TSL
is scalable, because it is independent of the complexity of the handled
data. Among other benchmarks, we have successfully synthesized a mu-
sic player Android app and a controller for an autonomous vehicle in the
Open Race Car Simulator (TORCS).
1 Introduction
In reactive synthesis, we automatically translate a formal specification, typically
given in a temporal logic, into a controller that is guaranteed to satisfy the
specification. Over the past two decades there has been much progress on reac-
tive synthesis, both in terms of algorithms, notably with techniques like GR(1)-
synthesis [6] and bounded synthesis [19], and in terms of tools, as showcased, for
example, in the annual syntcomp competition [24].
In practice however, reactive synthesis has seen limited success. One of the
largest published success stories [5] is the synthesis of the AMBA bus protocol.
To push synthesis even further, automatically synthesizing a controller for an
autonomous system has been recognized to be of critical importance [53]. Despite
many years of experience with synthesis tools, our own attempts to synthesize
such controllers with existing tools have been unsuccessful. The reason is that the
tools are unable to handle the data complexity of the controllers. The controller
only needs to switch between a small number of behaviors, like steering during
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a bend, or shifting gears on high rpm. The number of control states in a typical
controller (cf. [18]) is thus not much different from the arbiter in the AMBA case
study. However, in order to correctly initiate transitions between control states,
the driving controller must continuously process data from more than 20 sensors.
If this data is included (even as a rough discretization) in the state space of
the controller, then the synthesis problem is much too large to be handled by
any available tools. It seems clear then, that a scalable synthesis approach must
separate control and data. If we assume that the data processing is handled by
some other approach (such as deductive synthesis [38] or manual programming),
is it then possible to solve the remaining reactive synthesis problem?
In this paper, we show scalable reactive synthesis is indeed possible. Sepa-
rating data and control has allowed us to synthesize reactive systems, including
an autonomous driving controller and a music player app, that had been impos-
sible to synthesize with previously available tools. However, the separation of
data and control implies some fundamental changes to reactive synthesis, which
we describe in the rest of the paper. The changes also imply that the reactive
synthesis problem is no longer, in general, decidable. We thus trade theoretical
decidability for practical scalability, which is, at least with regard to the goal of
synthesizing realistic systems, definitely an attractive trade-off.
We introduce Temporal Stream Logic (TSL), a new temporal logic that in-
cludes updates, such as Jy֋ f xK, and predicates over arbitrary function terms.
The update Jy֋ f xK indicates that the result of applying function f to vari-
able x is assigned to y. The implementation of predicates and functions is not
part of the synthesis problem. Instead, we look for a system that satisfies the
TSL specification for all possible interpretations of the functions and predicates.
This implicit quantification over all possible interpretations provides a useful
abstraction: it allows us to independently implement the data processing part.
On the other hand, this quantification is also the reason for the undecidability of
the synthesis problem. If a predicate is applied to the same term twice, it must
(independently of the interpretation) return the same truth value. The synthesis
must then implicitly maintain a (potentially infinite) set of terms to which the
predicate has previously been applied. As we show later, this set of terms can
be used to encode PCP [45] for a proof of undecidability.
We present a practical synthesis approach for TSL specifications, which is
based on bounded synthesis [19] and counterexample-guided abstraction refine-
ment (CEGAR) [9]. We use bounded synthesis to search for an implementation
up to a (iteratively growing) bound on the number of states. This approach
underapproximates the actual TSL synthesis problem by leaving the interpre-
tation of the predicates to the environment. The underapproximation allows
for inconsistent behaviors: the environment might assign different truth values
to the same predicate when evaluated at different points in time, even if the
predicate is applied to the same term. However, if we find an implementation
in this underapproximation, then the CEGAR loop terminates and we have a
correct implementation for the original TSL specification. If we do not find an
implementation in the underapproximation, we compute a counter strategy for
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Fig. 1: The TSL synthesis procedure uses a modular design. Each step takes
input from the previous step as well as interchangeable modules (dashed boxes).
the environment. Because bounded synthesis reduces the synthesis problem to
a safety game, the counter strategy is a reachability strategy that can be rep-
resented as a finite tree. We check whether the counter strategy is spurious by
searching for a pair of positions in the strategy where some predicate results in
different truth values when applied to the same term. If the counter strategy
is not spurious, then no implementation exists for the considered bound, and
we increase the bound. If the counter strategy is spurious, then we introduce a
constraint into the specification that eliminates the incorrect interpretation of
the predicate, and continue with the refined specification.
A general overview of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The top half of the
figure depicts the bounded search for an implementation that realizes a TSL spec-
ification using the CEGAR loop to refine the specification. If the specification
is realizable, we proceed in the bottom half of the process, where a synthesized
implementation is converted to a control flow model (CFM) determining the
control of the system. We then specialize the CFM to Functional Reactive Pro-
gramming (FRP), which is a popular and expressive programming paradigm for
building reactive programs using functional programming languages [14]. Our
framework supports any FRP library using the Arrow or Applicative design
patterns, which covers most of the existing FRP libraries (e.g. [1,2,10,41]). Fi-
nally, the synthesized control flow is embedded into a project context, where it
is equipped with function and predicate implementations and then compiled to
an executable program.
Sys.leaveApp ()
if (MP.musicPlaying ())
Ctrl .pause();
Sys.resumeApp () {
pos = MP.trackPos ();
Ctrl .play (Tr ,pos);
}
ALWAYS
(
leaveApp Sys ∧ musicPlaying MP
→ JCtrl֋ pause()K
)
ALWAYS
(
resumeApp Sys
→ JCtrl֋ play Tr (trackPos MP)K
)
Fig. 2: Sample code and specification for the music player app.
Our experience with synthesizing systems based on TSL specifications has
been extremely positive. The synthesis works for a broad range of benchmarks,
ranging from classic reactive synthesis problems (like escalator control), through
programming exercises from functional reactive programming, to novel case stud-
ies like our music player app and the autonomous driving controller for a vehicle
in the Open Race Car Simulator (TORCS).
2 Motivating Example
To demonstrate the utility of our method, we synthesized a music player Android
app3 from a TSL specification. A major challenge in developing Android apps is
the temporal behavior of an app through the Android lifecycle [47]. The Android
lifecycle describes how an app should handle being paused, when moved to the
background, coming back into focus, or being terminated. In particular, resume
and restart errors are commonplace and difficult to detect and correct [47]. Our
music player app demonstrates a situation in which a resume and restart error
could be unwittingly introduced when programming by hand, but is avoided by
providing a specification. We only highlight the key parts of this example here to
give an intuition of TSL, leaving a more in-depth exposition to Appendix A.1.
Our music player app utilizes the Android music player library (MP), as well
as its control interface (Ctrl). It pauses any playing music when moved to the
background (for instance if a call is received), and continues playing the currently
selected track (Tr) at the last track position when the app is resumed. In the
Android system (Sys), the leaveAppmethod is called whenever the app moves to
the background, while the resumeApp method is called when the app is brought
back to the foreground. To avoid confusion between pausing music and pausing
the app, we use leaveApp and resumeApp in place of the Android methods
onPause and onResume. A programmer might manually write code for this as
shown on the left in Fig. 2.
The behavior of this can be directly described in TSL as shown on the right
in Fig. 2. Even eliding a formal introduction of the notation for now, the specifi-
cation closely matches the textual specification. First, when the user leaves the
app and the music is playing, the music pauses. Likewise for the second part,
when the user resumes the app, the music starts playing again.
3 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mark.myapplication.
bool wasPlaying = false;
Sys.leaveApp ()
if (MP.musicPlaying ()) {
wasPlaying = true ;
Ctrl .pause();
}
else
wasPlaying = false;
Sys.resumeApp ()
if (wasPlaying ) {
pos = MP.trackPos ();
Ctrl .play (Tr ,pos);
}
ALWAYS
(
(leaveApp Sys ∧ musicPlaying MP
→ JCtrl֋ pause()K)
∧ (JCtrl֋ play Tr (trackPos MP)K
AS_SOON_AS resumeApp Sys)
)
Fig. 3: The effect of a minor change in functionality on code versus a specification.
However, assume we want to change the behavior so that the music only
plays on resume when the music had been playing before leaving the app in
the first place. In the manually written program, this new functionality requires
an additional variable wasPlaying to keep track of the music state. Managing
the state requires multiple changes in the code as shown on the left in Fig. 3.
The required code changes include: a conditional in the resumeApp method,
setting wasPlaying appropriately in two places in leaveApp, and providing an
initial value. Although a small example, it demonstrates how a minor change in
functionality may require wide-reaching code changes. In addition, this change
introduces a globally scoped variable, which then might accidentally be set or
read elsewhere. In contrast, it is a simple matter to change the TSL specification
to reflect this new functionality. Here, we only update one part of the specifica-
tion to say that if the user leaves the app and the music is playing, the music
has to play again as soon as the app resumes.
Synthesis allows us to specify a temporal behavior without worrying about
the implementation details. In this example, writing the specification in TSL has
eliminated the need of an additional state variable, similarly to a higher order
map eliminating the need for an iteration variable. However, in more complex
examples the benefits compound, as TSL provides a modular interface to spec-
ify behaviors, offloading the management of multiple interconnected temporal
behaviors from the user to the synthesis engine.
3 Preliminaries
We assume time to be discrete and denote it by the set N of positive integers.
A value is an arbitrary object of arbitrary type. V denotes the set of all values.
The Boolean values are denoted by B ⊆ V . A stream s : N → V is a function
fixing values at each point in time. An n-ary function f : Vn → V determines
new values from n given values, where the set of all functions (of arbitrary arity)
is given by F . Constants are functions of arity 0. Every constant is a value, i.e.,
is an element of F ∩ V . An n-ary predicate p : Vn → B checks a property over n
values. The set of all predicates (of arbitrary arity) is given by P , where P ⊆ F .
We use B[A] to denote the set of all total functions with domain A and image B.
In the classical synthesis setting, inputs and outputs are vectors of Booleans,
where the standard abstraction treats inputs and outputs as atomic propositions
I ∪O, while their Boolean combinations form an alphabet Σ = 2I∪O. Behavior
then is described through infinite sequences α = α(0)α(1)α(2) . . . ∈ Σω. A
specification describes a relation between input sequences α ∈ (2I)ω and output
sequences β ∈ (2O)ω . Usually, this relation is not given by explicit sequences, but
by a fomula in a temporal logic. The most popular such logic is Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [43], which uses Boolean connectives to specify behavior at specific
points in time, and temporal connectives, to relate sub-specifications over time.
The realizability and synthesis problems for LTL are 2ExpTime-complete [44].
An implementation describes a realizing strategy, formalized via infinite trees.
A Φ-labeled and Υ -branching tree is a function σ : Υ ∗ → Φ, where Υ denotes the
set of branching directions along a tree. Every node of the tree is given by a finite
prefix v ∈ Υ ∗, which fixes the path to reach a node from the root. Every node is
labeled by an element of Φ. For infinite paths ν ∈ Υω, the branch σ≀ν denotes the
sequence of labels that appear on ν, i.e., ∀t ∈ N. (σ≀ν)(t) = σ(ν(0) . . . ν(t− 1)).
4 Temporal Stream Logic
We present a new logic: Temporal Stream Logic (TSL), which is especially de-
signed for synthesis and allows for the manipulatation of infinite streams of
arbitrary (even non-enumerative, or higher order) type. It provides a straight-
forward notation to specify how outputs are computed from inputs, while using
an intuitive interface to access time. The main focus of TSL is to describe tem-
poral control flow, while abstracting away concrete implementation details. This
not only keeps the logic intuitive and simple, but also allows a user to identify
problems in the control flow even without a concrete implementation at hand.
In this way, the use of TSL scales up to any required abstraction, such as API
calls or complex algorithmic transformations.
Architecture A TSL formula ϕ specifies a reactive system that in every time step
processes a finite number of inputs I and produces a finite number of outputs O.
Furthermore, it uses cells C to store a value computed at time t, which can
then be reused in the next time step t + 1. An overview of the architecture
of such a system is given in Fig. 4a. In terms of behavior, the environment
produces infinite streams of input data, while the system uses pure (side-effect
free) functions to transform the values of these input streams in every time step.
After their transformation, the data values are either passed to an output stream
or are passed to a cell, which pipes the output value from one time step back
to the corresponding input value of the next. The behaviour of the system is
captured by its infinite execution over time.
inputs:
I
cells: C
outputs:
O
reactive system
implementing a
TSL specification ϕ...
...
...
...
(a) Architecture
Function Term:
τF := si | f τ
0
F τ
1
F · · · τ
n−1
F
Predicate Term:
τP := p τ
0
F τ
1
F · · · τ
n−1
F
Update:
Jso ֋ τF K
(b) Term Definitions
Fig. 4: General architecture of reactive systems that are specified in TSL on the
left, and the structure of function, predicate and updates on the right.
Function Terms, Predicate Terms, and Updates In TSL we differentiate be-
tween two elements: we use purely functional transformations, reflected by
functions f ∈ F and their compositions, and predicates p ∈ P , used to control
how data flows inside the system. To argue about both elements we use a term
based notation, where we distinguish between function terms τF and predicate
terms τP , respectively. Function terms are either constructed from inputs or cells
(si ∈ I ∪ C), or from functions, recursively applied to a set of function terms.
Predicate terms are constructed similarly, by applying a predicate to a set of
function terms. Finally, an update takes the result of a function computation
and passes it either to an output or a cell (so ∈ O∪C). An overview of the syn-
tax of the different term notations is given in Fig. 4b. Note that we use curried
argument notation similar to functional programming languages.
We denote sets of function and predicate terms, and updates by TF , TP and
TU, respectively, where TP ⊆ TF . We use F to denote the set of function literals
and P ⊆ F to denote the set of predicate literals, where the literals si, so, f
and p are symbolic representations of inputs and cells, outputs and cells, and
functions and predicates, respectively. Literals are used to construct terms as
shown in Fig. 4b. Since we use a symbolic representation, functions and predi-
cates are not tied to a specific implementation. However, we still classify them
according to their arity, i.e., the number of function terms they are applied to,
as well as by their type: input, output, cell, function or predicate. Furthermore,
terms can be compared syntactically using the equivalence relation≡. To assign a
semantic interpretation to functions, we use an assignment function 〈·〉 : F→ F .
Inputs, Outputs, and Computations We consider momentary inputs i ∈ V [I],
which are assignments of inputs i ∈ I to values v ∈ V . For the sake of read-
ability let I = V [I]. Input streams are infinite sequences ι ∈ Iω consisting of
infinitely many momentary inputs.
Similarly, a momentary output o ∈ V [O] is an assignment of outputs o ∈ O
to values v ∈ V , where we also use O = V [O]. Output streams are infinite
sequences ̺ ∈ Oω . To capture the behavior of a cell, we introduce the notion
of a computation ς . A computation fixes the function terms that are used to
compute outputs and cell updates, without fixing semantics of function literals.
Intuitively, a computation only determines which function terms are used to
compute an output, but abstracts from actually computing it.
The basic element of a computation is a computation step c ∈ T
[O∪C]
F , which
is an assignment of outputs and cells so ∈ O∪C to function terms τF ∈ TF . For
the sake of readability let C = T
[O∪C]
F . A computation step fixes the control flow
behaviour at a single point in time. A computation ς ∈ Cω is an infinite sequence
of computation steps.
As soon as input streams, and function and predicate implementations are
known, computations can be turned into output streams. To this end, let
〈·〉 : F → F be some function assignment. Furthermore, assume that there are
predefined constants init c ∈ F ∩ V for every cell c ∈ C, which provide an initial
value for each stream at the initial point in time. To receive an output stream
from a computation ς ∈ Cω under the input stream ι, we use an evaluation
function η
〈·〉
: Cω × Iω × N× TF → V :
η
〈·〉
(ς, ι, t, si) =


ι(t)(si) if si ∈ I
init si if si ∈ C ∧ t = 0
η
〈·〉
(ς, ι, t− 1, ς(t− 1)(si)) if si ∈ C ∧ t > 0
η
〈·〉
(ς, ι, t, f τ0 · · · τm−1) = 〈f〉 η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, τ0) · · · η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, τm−1)
Then 〈̺·〉,ς,ι ∈ O
ω is defined via 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(t)(o) = η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, o) for all t ∈ N, o ∈ O.
Syntax Every TSL formula ϕ is built according to the following grammar:
ϕ := τ ∈ TP ∪ TU | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ | ϕU ϕ
An atomic proposition τ consists either of a predicate term, serving as a Boolean
interface to the inputs, or of an update, enforcing a respective flow at the current
point in time. Next, we have the Boolean operations via negation and conjunc-
tion, that allow us to express arbitrary Boolean combinations of predicate evalu-
ations and updates. Finally, we have the temporal operator next: ψ, to specify
the behavior at the next point in time and the temporal operator until: ϑU ψ,
which enforces a property ϑ to hold until the property ψ holds, where ψ must
hold at some point in the future eventually.
Semantics Formally, this leads to the following semantics. Let 〈·〉 : F → F ,
ι ∈ Iω, and ς ∈ Cω be given, then the validity of a TSL formula ϕ with re-
spect to ς and ι is defined inductively over t ∈ N via:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 p τ0 · · · τm−1 :⇔ η〈·〉(ς, ι, t,p τ0 · · · τm−1)
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 Js֋ τ K :⇔ ς(t)(s) ≡ τ
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ¬ψ :⇔ ς, ι, t 2〈·〉 ψ
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ψ :⇔ ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ψ
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ψ :⇔ ς, ι, t+ 1 〈·〉 ψ
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑU ψ :⇔ ∃t
′′ ≥ t. ∀t ≤ t′ < t′′. ς, ι, t′ 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ς, ι, t
′′
〈·〉 ψ
Consider that the satisfaction of a predicate depends on the current computation
step and the steps of the past, while for updates it only depend on the current
computation step. Furthermore, updates are only checked syntactically, while
the satisfaction of predicates depends on the given assignment 〈·〉 and the input
stream ι. We say that ς and ι satisfy ϕ, denoted by ς, ι 〈·〉 ϕ, if ς, ι, 0 〈·〉 ϕ.
Beside the basic operators we have the standard derived Boolean opera-
tors, as well as the derived temporal operators: release ϕRψ ≡ ¬((¬ψ)U(¬ϕ)),
finally ϕ ≡ trueU ϕ, always ϕ ≡ falseRϕ, the weak version of until
ϕW ψ ≡ (ϕU ψ) ∨ ( ϕ), and as soon as ϕA ψ ≡ ¬ψW(ψ ∧ ϕ).
Realizability We are interested in the following realizability problem: given a
TSL formula ϕ, is there a strategy σ ∈ C[I
+] such that for every input ι ∈ Iω
and function implementation 〈·〉 : F→ F , the branch σ ≀ ι satisfies ϕ, i.e.,
∃σ ∈ C[I
+]. ∀ι ∈ Iω. ∀〈·〉 : F→ F . σ ≀ ι, ι 〈·〉 ϕ
If such a strategy σ exists, we say σ realizes ϕ. If we additionally ask for a
concrete instantiation of σ, we consider the synthesis problem of TSL.
5 TSL Properties
In order to synthesize programs from TSL specifications, we give an overview of
the first part of our synthesis process, as shown in Fig. 1. First we show how to
approximate the semantics of TSL through a reduction to LTL. However, due
to the approximation, finding a realizable strategy immediately may fail. Our
solution is a CEGAR loop that improves the approximation. This CEGAR loop
is necessary, because the realizability problem of TSL is undecidable in general.
Approximating TSL with LTL We approximate TSL formulas with weaker LTL
formulas. The approximation reinterprets the syntactic elements, TP and TU, as
atomic propositions for LTL. This strips away the semantic meaning of the func-
tion application and assignment in TSL, which we reconstruct by later adding
assumptions lazily to the LTL formula.
Formally, let TP and TU be the finite sets of predicate terms and updates,
which appear in ϕTSL, respectively. For every assigned signal, we partition TU
into
⊎
so∈O∪C
T soU . For every c ∈ C let T
c
U/id = T
c
U ∪ {Jc֋ cK}, for o ∈ O let
T oU/id = T
o
U , and let TU/id =
⋃
so∈O∪C
T soU/id. We construct the LTL formula ϕLTL
over the input propositions TP and output propositions TU/id as follows:
ϕLTL =
( ∧
so∈O∪C
∨
τ∈T
so
U/id
(
τ ∧
∧
τ ′∈T
so
U/id
\{τ}
¬ τ ′
))
∧ SyntacticConversion
(
ϕTSL
)
Intuitively, the first part of the equation partially reconstructs the semantic
meaning of updates by ensuring that a signal is not updated with multiple values
at a time. The second part extracts the reactive constraints of the TSL formula
without the semantic meaning of functions and updates.
Theorem 1. If ϕLTL is realizable, then ϕTSL is realizable.
(Jy֋ yK ∨ Jy֋ xK)
∧ p x → p y
(a) TSL specification
¬(y_to_y ∧ x_to_y)
∧ (y_to_y ∨ x_to_y)
∧ p_x → p_y
(b) initial approximation
p_x ∧ ¬ p_y
(c) spurious counter-strategy
Fig. 5: A TSL specification (a) with input x and cell y that is realizable. A
winning strategy is to save x to y as soon as p(x) is satisfied. However, the initial
approximation (b), that is passed to an LTL synthesis solver, is unrealizable, as
proven through the counter-strategy (c) returned by the LTL solver.
The proof of Thm. 1 is given in Appendix A.2. Note that unrealizability of ϕLTL
does not imply that ϕTSL is unrealizable. It may be that we have not added
sufficiently many environment assumptions to the approximation in order for
the system to produce a realizing strategy.
Example As an example, we present a simple TSL specification in Fig. 5a. The
specification asserts that the environment provides an input x for which the
predicate p x will be satisfied eventually. The system must guarantee that even-
tually p y holds. According to the semantics of TSL the formula is realizable.
The system can take the value of x when p x is true and save it to y, thus guar-
anteeing that p y is satisfied eventually. This is in contrast to LTL, which has no
semantics for pure functions - taking the evaluation of p y as an environmentally
controlled value that does not need to obey the consistency of a pure function.
Refining the LTL Approximation It is possible that the LTL solver returns a
counter-strategy for the environment although the original TSL specification is
realizable. We call such a counter-strategy spurious as it exploits the additional
freedom of LTL to violate the purity of predicates as made possible by the
underapproximation. Formally, a counter-strategy is an infinite tree π : C∗ → 2TP ,
which provides predicate evaluations in response to possible update assignments
of function terms τF ∈ TF to outputs o ∈ O. W.l.o.g. we can assume that O, TF
and TP are finite, as they can always be restricted to the outputs and terms that
appear in the formula. A counter-strategy is spurious, iff there is a branch π ≀ ς
for some computation ς ∈ Cω, for which the strategy chooses an inconsistent
evaluation of two equal predicate terms at different points in time, i.e.,
∃ς ∈ Cω. ∃t, t′ ∈ N. ∃τP ∈ TP .
τP ∈ π(ς(0)ς(1) . . . ς(t− 1)) ∧ τP /∈ π(ς(0)ς(1) . . . ς(t
′ − 1)) ∧
∀〈·〉 : F→ F . η
〈·〉
(ς, π ≀ ς, t, τP ) = η〈·〉(ς, π ≀ ς, t
′, τP ).
Note that a non-spurious strategy can be inconsistent along multiple branches.
Due to the definition of realizability the environment can choose function and
predicate assignments differently against every system strategy accordingly.
By purity of predicates in TSL the environment is forced to always return
the same value for predicate evaluations on equal values. However, this semantic
property cannot be enforced implicitly in LTL. To resolve this issue we use the
returned counter-strategy to identify spurious behavior in order to strengthen
Algorithm 1 Check-Spuriousness
Input: bound b, counter-strategy π : C∗→2TP (finitely represented using m states)
1: for all v ∈ Cm·b, τP ∈ TP , t, t
′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m · b− 1} do
2: if η
〈·〉id
(v, ιid, t, τP ) ≡ η〈·〉id(v, ιid, t
′, τP ) ∧
τP ∈ π(v0 . . . vt−1) ∧ τP /∈ π(v0 . . . vt′−1) then
3: w ← reduce (v, τP , t, t
′)
4: return
(∧t−1
i=0
iwi ∧
∧t′−1
i=0
iwi → (
tτP ↔
t′τP )
)
5: return “non-spurious”
the LTL underapproximation with additional environment assumptions. After
adding the derived assumptions, we re-execute the LTL synthesizer to check
whether the added assumptions are sufficient in order to obtain a winning strat-
egy for the system. If the solver still returns a spurious strategy, we continue
the loop in a CEGAR fashion until the set of added assumptions is sufficiently
complete. However, if a non-spurious strategy is returned, we have found a proof
that the given TSL specification is indeed unrealizable and terminate.
Algorithm 1 shows how a returned counter-strategy π is checked for being
spurious. To this end, it is sufficient to check π against system strategies bounded
by the given bound b, as we use bounded synthesis [19]. Furthermore, we can as-
sume w.l.o.g. that π is given by a finite state representation, which is always pos-
sible due to the finite model guarantees of LTL. Also note that π, as it is returned
by the LTL synthesizer, responses to sequences of sets of updates (2TU/id)∗. How-
ever, in our case (2TU/id)∗ is an alternative representation of C∗, due to the ad-
ditional constraints added during the construction of ϕLTL.
The algorithm iterates over all possible responses v ∈ Cm·b of the system up
to depth m · b. This is sufficient, since any deeper exploration would result in a
state repetition of the cross-product of the finite state representation of π and
any system strategy bounded by b. Hence, the same behaviour could also be gen-
erated by a smaller sequence. At the same time, the algorithm iterates over pred-
icates τP ∈ TP appearing in ϕTSL and times t and t′ smaller thanm·b. For each of
these elements, spuriousness is checked by comparing the output of π for the eval-
uation of τP at times t and t
′, which should only differ, if the inputs to the pred-
icates are different as well. This can only happen, if the passed input terms have
been constructed differently over the past. We check it by using the evaluation
function η equipped with the identity assignment 〈·〉id : F → F, with 〈f〉id = f
for all f ∈ F, and the input sequence ιid, with ιid(t)(i) = (t, i) for all t ∈ N and
i ∈ I, that always generates a fresh input. Syntactic inequality of η
〈·〉id
(v, ιid, t, τP )
and η
〈·〉id
(v, ιid, t
′, τP ) then is a sufficient condition for the existence of an assign-
ment 〈·〉 : TF → F , for which τP evaluates differently at times t and t
′.
If spurious behaviour of π could be found, then the revealing response v ∈ C∗
is first simplified using reduce, which turns v back to a sequence of sets of
updates w ∈ (2TU/id)∗ and removes updates that do not affect the behavior of
τP at the times t and t
′ to accelerate the termination of the CEGAR loop.
Afterwards, the sequence w is turned into a new assumption that prohibits the
found spurious behavior and, thus, further refines the LTL underapproximation.
As an example of this process, reconsider the spurious counter-strategy of
Fig. 5c. Already after the first system response Jy֋ xK, the environment pro-
duces an inconsistency by evaluating p x and p y differently. This is inconsistent,
as the cell y holds the same value at time t = 1 as the input x at time t = 0. Us-
ing Algorithm 1 we generate the new assumption (Jy֋ xK → (p x↔ p y)).
After adding this strengthening the LTL synthesizer returns a realizability result.
Undecidability Although we can approximate the semantics of TSL with LTL,
there are TSL formulas that cannot be expressed as LTL formulas of finite size.
Theorem 2. The realizability problem of TSL is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) [45],
consisting of an alphabet Σ and sequences w0w1 . . . wn, v0v1 . . . vn ∈ Σ∗, to the
realizability of a TSL formula ϕ. To this end, we fix some unary predicate p ∈ P,
a unary function f ∈ F for every alphabet symbol f ∈ Σ, and some 0-nary
function X ∈ F. The system has no inputs I, but two outputs A ∈ O and B ∈ O.
Initially, we assign the signals A and B the constant value X. From then on, we
non-deterministically pick pairs (wj , vj) in every time step, as provided by the
PCP instance, where every wj and vj is represented as a stacked composition of
the corresponding alphabet functions. Our choice is stored in the signals A and
B for wj and vj , respectively. Finally, we check that the sequences of function
applications, constructed over time, are equal at some point, using the eventually
operator and the universally quantified predicate p to check for equality.
A more detailed version of the proof can be found in Appendix A.3. Also
note that no inputs are used by the proof, which additionally shows that the
“satisfiability” problem of TSL is undecidable as well.
6 TSL Synthesis
Our synthesis framework provides a modular refinement process to synthesize
executables from TSL specifications, as depicted in Fig. 1. The user initially
provides a TSL specification over predicate and function terms. At the end of
the procedure, the user receives an executable to control a reactive system.
The first step of our method answers the synthesis question of TSL: if the
specification is realizable, then a control flow model is returned. To this end, an
intermediate translation to LTL is used, utilizing an LTL synthesis solver that
produces circuits in the AIGER format. If the specification is realizable, the
resulting control flow model is turned into Haskell code, which is implemented
as an independent Haskell module. The user has the choice between two differ-
ent targets: a module built on Arrows, which is compatible with any Arrowized
FRP library, or a module built on Applicative, which supports Applicative FRP
libraries. Our procedure generates a single Haskell module per TSL specification.
(== m0)
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Fig. 6: Example CFM of the music player generated from a TSL specification.
This makes naturally decomposing a project according to individual tasks possi-
ble. Each module provides a single component, which is parameterized by their
initial state and the pure function and predicate transformations. As soon as
these are provided as part of the surrounding project context, a final executable
can be generated by compiling the Haskell code.
An important feature of our synthesis approach is that implementations for
the terms used in the specification are only required after synthesis. This allows
the user to explore several possible specifications before deciding on any term
implementations.
Control Flow Model The first step of our approach is the synthesis of a Control
Flow Model M (CFM) from the given TSL specification ϕ, which provides us
with a uniform representation of the control flow structure of our final program.
Formally, a CFM M is a tuple M = (I,O,C, V, ℓ, δ), where I is a finite set of
inputs, O is a finite set of outputs, C is a finite set of cells, V is a finite set of
vertices, ℓ : V → F assigns a vertex a function f ∈ F or a predicate p ∈ P, and
δ : (O ∪ C ∪ V )× N→ (I ∪ C ∪ V ∪ {⊥})
is a dependency relation that relates every output, cell, and vertex of the CFM
with n ∈ N arguments, which are either inputs, cells, or vertices. Outputs
and cells s ∈ O ∪ C always have only a single argument, i.e., δ(s, 0) 6≡ ⊥
and ∀m > 0. δ(s,m) ≡ ⊥, while for vertices x ∈ V the number of arguments
n ∈ N align with the arity of the assigned function or predicate ℓ(x), i.e.,
∀m ∈ N. δ(s,m) ≡ ⊥ ↔ m > n. A CFM is valid if it does not contain cir-
cular dependencies, i.e., on every cycle induced by δ there must lie at least a
single cell. We only consider valid CFMs.
An example CFM for our music player of Sec. 2 is depicted in Fig. 6. Inputs I
come from the left and outputs O leave on the right. The example contains a
single cell c ∈ C, which holds the stateful memory Cell, introduced during
synthesis for the module. The green, arrow shaped boxes depict vertices V ,
which are labeled with functions and predicates names, according to ℓ. For the
Boolean decisions that define δ, we use circuit symbols for conjunction, disjunc-
tion, and negation. Boolean decisions are piped to a multiplexer gate that selects
the respective update streams. This allows each update stream to be passed to
an output stream if and only if the respective Boolean trigger evaluates posi-
tively, while our construction ensures mutual exclusion on the Boolean triggers.
For code generation, the logic gates are implemented using the corresponding
dedicated Boolean functions. After building a control structure, we assign se-
mantics to functions and predicates by providing implementations. To this end,
we use Functional Reactive Programming (FRP). Prior work has established
Causal Commutative Arrows (CCA) as an FRP language pattern equivalent of
a CFM [33,34,55]. CCAs are an abstraction subsumed by other functional reac-
tive programming abstractions, such as Monads, Applicative and Arrows [33,32].
There are many FRP libraries using Monads [12,14,42], Applicative [1,2,22,49], or
Arrows [10,39,41,52], and since every Monad is also an Applicative and Applica-
tive/Arrows both are universal design patterns, we can give uniform translations
to all of these libraries using translations to just Applicative and Arrows. Both
translations are possible due to the flexible notion of a CFM.
In the last step, the synthesized FRP program is compiled into an executable,
using the provided function and predicate implementations. This step is not fixed
to a single compiler implementation, but in fact can use any FRP compiler (or
library) that supports a language abstraction at least as expressive as CCA. For
example, instead of creating an Android music player app, we could target an
FRP web interface [49] to create an online music player, or an embedded FRP
library [22] that allows us to directly instantiate the player on a computationally
more restricted device. By using the strong core of CCA, we even can go down the
whole chain and directly implement the player in hardware, which is for example
possible with the CλaSH compiler [2]. Note that we still need to give separate
implementations for the functions and predicates for each target. However, our
specification and the synthesized CFM always stay the same.
7 Experimental Results
To evaluate our synthesis procedure we implemented a tool that follows the
structure of Fig. 1. Our tool first encodes the given TSL specification in LTL and
then refines it until an LTL solver either produces a realizability result or returns
a counter-strategy that is non-spurious. For LTL synthesis we use the bounded
synthesis tool BoSy [16]. As soon as we get a realizing strategy, given as a circuit,
it is translated to a corresponding CFM. Then, we generate the FRP program
structure. Finally, after providing function and predicate implementations the
resulting program is compiled into an executable.
Table 1: Number of cells |CM| and vertices |VM| of the resulting CFM M and
synthesis times for a collection of TSL specifications ϕ. A * indicates that the
benchmark additionally has an initial condition as part of the specification.
Benchmark (ϕ) |ϕ| |I| |O| |P| |F| |CM| |VM| Synthesis
Time (s)
Button
default 7 1 2 1 3 3 8 0.364
Music App
simple 91 3 1 4 7 2 25 0.77
system feedback 103 3 1 5 8 2 31 0.572
motivating example 87 3 1 5 8 2 70 1.783
FRPZoo
scenario0 54 1 3 2 8 4 36 1.876
scenario5 50 1 3 2 7 4 32 1.196
scenario10 48 1 3 2 7 4 32 1.161
Escalator
non-reactive 8 0 1 0 1 2 4 0.370
non-counting 15 2 1 2 4 2 19 0.304
counting 34 2 2 3 7 3 23 0.527
counting* 43 2 2 3 8 4 43 0.621
bidirectional 111 2 2 5 10 3 214 4.555
bidirectional* 124 2 2 5 11 4 287 16.213
smart 45 2 1 2 4 4 159 24.016
Slider
default 50 1 1 2 4 2 15 0.664
scored 67 1 3 4 8 4 62 3.965
delayed 71 1 3 4 8 5 159 7.194
Haskell-TORCS
simple 40 5 3 2 16 4 37 0.680
advanced
gearing 23 4 1 1 3 2 7 0.403
accelerating 15 2 2 2 6 3 11 0.391
steering
simple 45 2 1 4 6 2 31 0.459
improved 100 2 2 4 10 3 26 1.347
smart 76 3 2 4 8 5 227 3.375
Table 2: Set of programs that use purity to keep one or two counters in range.
Synthesis needs multiple refinements of the specification to proof realizability.
Benchmark (ϕ) |ϕ| |I| |O| |P| |F| |CM| |VM| Refinements Synthesis
Time (s)
inrange-single 23 2 1 2 4 2 21 3 0.690
inrange-two 51 3 3 4 7 4 440 6 173.132
graphical-single 55 2 3 2 6 4 343 9 1767.948
graphical-two 113 3 5 4 9 - - - > 10000
To demonstrate the effectiveness of synthesizing TSL, we applied our tool to
a collection of benchmarks from different application domains, listed in Table 1.
Every benchmark class consists of multiple specifications, addressing different
features of TSL. We created all specifications from scratch, where we took care
that they either relate to existing textual specifications, or real world scenarios.
A short description of each benchmark class is given in Appendix A.4.
For every benchmark, we report the synthesis time and the size of the syn-
thesized CFM, split into the number of cells (|CM|) and vertices (|VM|) used.
The synthesized CFM may use more cells than the original TSL specification
if synthesis requires more memory in order to realize a correct control flow.
The synthesis was executed on a quad-core Intel Xeon processor (E3-1271 v3,
3.6GHz, 32 GB RAM, PC1600, ECC), running Ubuntu 64bit LTS 16.04.
The experiments of Table 1 show that TSL successfully lifts the applicability
of synthesis from the Boolean data domain to arbitrary data domains, which
allows for new applications that can utilize every level of required abstraction.
For the benchmarks, we could always find a realizable system within a reasonable
amount of time, where the solutions found often required synthesized cells to
realize the underlying control flow behavior.
We also considered a preliminary set of benchmarks that require multiple
refinement steps to be synthesizable. An overview of the results is given in
Table 2. The benchmarks are inspired by examples of the Reactive Banana FRP
library [1]. Here, purity of function and predicate applications must be utilized
by the system to ensure that the value of one or two counters never goes out of
range. Thereby, the system not only needs purity to verify this condition, but also
to take the correct decisions in the resulting implementation to be synthesized.
8 Related Work
Synthesizing reactive programs has been explored in domains such as imperative
programs over finite domains [35] and parallel execution strategies for sequential
programs [4]. There have also been many alternatives to LTL for specifying prop-
erties of reactive systems, such as µ-calculus [31], Signal Temporal Logic [46],
Ground Temporal Logic [11], and coalgebraic logics [7]. An example of a synthesis
approach that integrates control and data is recent work on strategy synthesis
for linear arithmetic games [15]. While reactive synthesis has focused on the
complex control aspects of reactive systems, deductive and inductive synthesis
has been concerned with the data transformation aspects in non-reactive and
sequential programs [50,30,40,48,17,51]. Abstraction-based approaches to reac-
tive synthesis [3,13,23,37] can be seen as a link between deductive and reactive
synthesis. In terms of FRP, a Curry-Howard correspondence between LTL and
FRP in a dependently typed language was discovered [27,28] and used to prove
properties of FRP programs [8,29].
9 Conclusions
We have introduced Temporal Stream Logic, which allows the user to spec-
ify the control flow of a reactive program. The logic cleanly separates control
from complex data, forming the foundation for our procedure to synthesize FRP
programs. By utilizing the purity of function transformations our logic scales in-
dependently of the complexity of the data to be handled. While we have shown
that scalablility comes at the cost of undecidability, we addressed this issue by
using a CEGAR loop, which lazily refines the underapproximation until either
a realizing system implementation or an unrealizability proof is found.
TSL also provides the foundations for further extensions. For example, a user
may want to fix the semantics for a partial set of functions and predicates to be
utilized by the synthesis tool. Such additional refinements can be implemented
as part of a much richer TSL Modulo Theory framework.
Our experiments indicate that TSL synthesis works well in practice and on a
wide range of programming applications. In general, we hope the applications of
this new logic and approach to reactive synthesis will stimulate further research
into the scalable, real-world use of temporal logics for synthesis.
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A Appendix
A.1 Specifying a Music Player in TSL
To demonstrate the simplicity of TSL, we illustrate the creation of a TSL specifi-
cation for the music player Android app of Sec. 2. For the concrete implementa-
tion, we use the MediaPlayer class (MP) from the Android API, which provides
functions to pause and play, as well as a predicate to check if music is currently
playing or not. Specific to the Android OS, we receive signals when a user leaves
or resumes the app. Specific to our particular app, we also use two buttons in
the UI that deliver signals when a user presses play or pause.
In contrast to the FRP model, the Android system uses callback structures
and functions have side effects, such as playing the music. Although the Android
code is not using an FRP model, the theoretical foundations provided by FRP
make embedding the synthesized control code a straightforward task.
Nevertheless, we need to consider that libraries used by the app and the
surrounding android system carry their own state, which needs to be reflected
within the model. To do so, we introduce a separate stream for each interface,
which we assume to carry all the necessary state. We use the input stream Sys
to receive system events and button presses, while the input stream MP provides
us the interface to the MediaPlayer class. Updates to the MediaPlayer class are
provided via its control interface Ctrl. This allows us to embed the synthesized
program into any larger context to manipulate the music player. We cannot use
the same name for input and output here, as we would miss state changes that
could be made by a component plugged after this, which is a specific result of
the clear modularization utilized within CCA. This is also why we do not need a
separate system output here, as we only receive signals from the system. Finally,
we also utilize the input stream Tr, which provides us with the currently selected
music track.
We partition the individual properties of the specification into two categories:
assumptions A and guarantees G. The final specification then results from their
implication:
∧
ϑ∈A ϑ →
∧
ψ∈B ψ. Our specification uses the following signals,
function terms and predicates:
I = { MP, Sys, Tr }
O = { Ctrl }
C = { Ctrl }
TP = { musicPlaying, pauseButton, playButton, leaveApp, resumeApp }
TF = TP ∪ { pause, play, trackPos }
The function pause m pauses a played track on the passed music player stream m.
The function play t p plays the selected track t at the given track position p.
The track position is carried by the music player stream, and can be extracted
using the function trackPos. In our model, play resets any state that is passed
by MP, while pause does not. The predicate musicPlaying checks whether music
is playing on a music player stream, while the remaining predicates check the
respective conditions from the surrounding android system.
Assumptions. We start with straightforward assumptions about the user in-
terface. In our model, we assume that the pause and play buttons cannot be
pressed at the same time. Also, from the Android OS behavior, we know the
app cannot leave and resume at the same time.
¬
(
playButton Sys ∧ pauseButton Sys
)
(A1)
¬
(
leaveApp Sys ∧ resumeApp Sys
)
(A2)
Again from the Android OS, once a user has left the app it is not possible to
press the play or pause buttons until the user resumes the app.(
leaveApp Sys→
((
¬playButton Sys ∧ ¬pauseButton Sys
)
W resumeApp Sys
)) (A3)
We use the musicPlaying predicate to monitor changes according to the play
and pause actions. Technically, musicPlaying is not necessary to specify correct
behavior - we could remember the music playing state on a separate looping
stream. However, the method is provided by the MediaPlayer interface and it
helps to improve readability, which is why we also use it for our the specification.
To obtain a correct behavior, we do not need to mimic the full behavior of the
method’s implementation. It suffices to specify the behavior with respect to the
pause and play actions.
(
Uplay →
(
musicPlaying MP W Upause
))
(A4)
(
Upause →
(
¬ musicPlaying MP W Uplay
))
(A5)
We use Uplay as a shortcut for JCtrl֋ play Tr (trackPos MP)K and Upause as
a shortcut for JCtrl֋ pause MPK.
Guarantees. To specify the desired behavior of our app under the given as-
sumptions, we define the following TSL guarantees. First, whenever the user
presses one of the buttons in the app, the output signal has to take the corre-
sponding action. This desired behavior is what necessitates the assumption that
both buttons cannot be pressed at the same time. Removing the assumption
that both buttons cannot be pressed at the same time would require to relax
these guarantees.
(
playButton Sys→ Uplay
)
(G1)(
pauseButton Sys→ Upause
)
(G2)
The only way that the music can be paused is either by the user leaving the app
or pressing pause. In the latter case, the music should not start playing again
until either the user resumes the app or presses play.
(
Upause →
(
leaveApp Sys ∨ pauseButton Sys
))
(G3)(
leaveApp Sys→
(
¬Uplay W resumeApp Sys
) )
(G4)(
pauseButton Sys→
(
¬Uplay W playButton Sys
) )
(G5)
The last two parts of the specification were already introduced in the motivating
example. If the music is playing, the music should pause when leaving the app
and start playing again when returning to the app.
(
musicPlaying MP ∧ leaveApp Sys→ Upause
)
(G6)(
musicPlaying MP ∧ leaveApp Sys→(
(pauseButton Sys ∨ Uplay) A resumeApp Sys
)) (G7)
Note that in contrast to Sec. 2 we also test for the event(pauseButton) in guar-
antee Eq. (G7). This is necessary, since the specification would be unrealizable
otherwise, as revealed by our synthesis tool. Indeed, the user may be smart
enough to immediately pause the music when resuming the app, in which case
it should not be played again.
A.2 Proof of Thm. 1
Proof. Assume ϕLTL is realizable. Then there exists a winning strategy
σ : (2TP )+ → 2TU/id for the system player in the underlying LTL realizability
game. Assume for the sake of contradiction that ϕTSL is not realizable. Then
there exists in input ι ∈ Iω and a function assignment 〈·〉 : TF → F such that
for all κ : I+ → C we have that κ ≀ ι, ι, 2〈·〉 ϕTSL. We inductively construct the
input sequence ν ∈ (2TP )ω and the computation ς ∈ Cω over t ∈ N as follows:
ν(t) = {τP ∈ TP | η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, τP )}
ς(t)(s) = τF , where τF is the unique element
such that Js֋ τF K ∈ σ(ν(0)ν(1) . . . ν(t))
Note that τF must be unique, due to the additional constraint( ∧
s∈O
∨
τ∈T s
U/id
(
τ ∧
∧
τ ′∈T s
U/id
\{τ}
¬ τ ′
))
introduced in the underapproximation. Furthermore, also note that ν and ς are
well-defined, since η
〈·〉
(ς, ι, t, τP ) only considers values of ς at previous times t
′ < t.
Since ϕLTL is realizable, we have that σ ≀ ν, ν  ϕLTL4, but at the same time
ς, ι 2〈·〉 ϕTSL by the unrealizability of ϕTSL. We show that this is contradictory
via a structural induction over the structure of ϕTSL for all t ∈ N:
– Case ϕTSL = τP :
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 τP
⇔ η
〈·〉
(ς, ι, t, τP )
⇔ τP ∈ ν(t)
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(τP )
4 For a suitable definition for the semantics of  consider for example [19].
– Case ϕTSL = Js֋ τF K:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 Js֋ τF K
⇔ ς(t)(s) = τF
⇔ Js֋ τF K ∈ σ(ν(0)ν(1) . . . ν(t))
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(Js֋ τF K)
– Case ϕTSL = ¬ψ:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ¬ψ
⇔ ς, ι, t 2〈·〉 ψ
IH
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t 2 SyntacticConversion(ψ)
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(¬ψ)
– Case ϕTSL = ϑ ∧ ψ:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ψ
⇔ ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ψ
IH
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(ϑ) ∧ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(ψ)
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(ϑ ∧ ψ)
– Case ϕTSL = ψ:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ψ
⇔ ς, ι, t+ 1 〈·〉 ψ
IH
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t+ 1  SyntacticConversion(ψ)
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion( ψ)
– Case ϕTSL = ϑU ψ:
ς, ι, t 〈·〉 ϑU ψ
⇔ ∃t′′ ≥ t. ∀t ≤ t′ < t′′. ς, ι, t′ 〈·〉 ϑ ∧ ς, ι, t
′′
〈·〉 ψ
IH
⇔ ∃t′′ ≥ t. ∀t ≤ t′ < t′′.
σ ≀ ν, ν, t′  SyntacticConversion(ϑ) ∧
σ ≀ ν, ν, t′′  SyntacticConversion(ψ)
⇔ σ ≀ ν, ν, t  SyntacticConversion(ϑU ψ)
A.3 Extended proof of Thm. 2
Proof. We give a reduction from the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP).
Given two finite lists w0w1 . . . wn and v0v1 . . . vn of equal length, each contain-
ing n finite words over some finite alphabet Σ, is there some finite sequence
i0i1 . . . ik ∈ N∗ such that wi0wi1 . . . wik = vi0vi1 . . . vik . The problem is unde-
cidable [45]. We reduce PCP to the realizability question of TSL, where we
translate an arbitrary instance of PCP to a TSL formula ϕ, which is realizable
if and only if there is a solution to the PCP instance. To this end, let n ∈ N,
w0w1 . . . wn ∈ Σ∗ and v0v1 . . . vn ∈ Σ∗ be given. We fix P = {p} for some unary
predicate p, F = P ∪Σ ∪ {X}, where every f ∈ Σ corresponds to a unary func-
tion and X corresponds to a 0-nary function, I = ∅, O = {A, B}, and C = O. We
define ϕ via:
ϕ =
(
JA֋ X()K ∧ JB֋ X()K
)
∧(∨n
j=0
(
JA֋ µ(wj , A)K ∧ JB֋ µ(vj , B)K
))
∧(
p A ↔ p B
)
where µ(x0x1 . . . xm, s) = x0 (x1 (. . . (xm s) . . .)).
Intuitively, we first assign the signals A and B a constant base value. Then,
from the next time step on, we have to pick pairs (wj , vj) in every time step.
Our choice is stored in the signals A and B, respectively. Finally, we check that
the constructed sequences of function applications are equal at some point in
time, where we use the universally quantified predicate p to check for equality.
The TSL formula ϕ is realizable if and only if there is an index sequence i0i1 . . . ik
such that wi0wi1 . . . wik = vi0vi1 . . . vik :
“⇒”: Assume that ϕ is realizable, i.e., there is some strategy σ : I∗ → ς that
satisfies ϕ for ι = ∅ω and all possible choices of 〈·〉 : F → F . We fix 〈initA〉 =
〈initB〉 = 〈X〉 = ε and 〈x〉 : Σ
∗ → Σ∗ with 〈x〉 w = wx for all w ∈ Σ∗ and
x ∈ Σ. We do not fix any assignment to p. Nevertheless, by the realizability
of ϕ, there is a position m > 1 at which p A ↔ p A is satisfied, independent
of the predicate assigned to p. We obtain that η
〈·〉
(σ ≀ ι, ι,m, A) = η
〈·〉
(σ ≀ ι, ι,m, B),
since otherwise there would be a predicate that detects the difference. As there
is no other influence on σ ≀ ι ∈ Cω, depending on the choice of p, we obtain that
the semantics of 〈̺·〉,ς,ι ∈ O
ω
〈̺·〉,ς,ι = { 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(0)(A) 7→ a0, 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(0)(B) 7→ b0}
{ 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(1)(A) 7→ a1, 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(1)(B) 7→ b1}
. . .
are well defined (even without fixing p) and induce the sequences a0a1 . . . ∈ Σω
and b0b1 . . . ∈ Σω. First, we observe that a0 = a1 = b0 = b1 = ε by the definition
of ϕ and the choice of the initialization functions and 〈·〉. From the choice of
〈·〉, we also obtain that at = at−1wit and bt = bt−1vit for every t > 1 and
some 0 ≤ it ≤ n. A simple induction shows that every at = wi2wi3 . . . wit and
bt = vi2vi3 . . . vit for every t > 1. It follows that wi2wi3 . . . wim−1 = vi2vi3 . . . vim
from equality of am and bm at position m. This concludes this part of the proof,
since we have that i2i3 . . . im is a solution for the PCP instance.
“⇐”: Now, assume that there is a solution i0i1 . . . ik to the PCP in-
stance. Since I = ∅ it suffices to construct the computation ς = c0c1 . . .
with c0(A) = c0(B) = X() and for all t > 0: ct(A) = µ(w(t−1) mod (k+1), A)
and ct(B) = µ(w(t−1) mod (k+1), B). It is straightforward to see that ς satisfies
JA֋ XK, JB֋ XK and
( n∨
j=0
(
JA֋ µ(wj , A)K ∧ JB֋ µ(vj , B)K
))
.
Thus, it just remains to argue that ς satisfies (p A ↔ p B). To this end,
let j0j1 . . . = (i0i1 . . . ik)
ω. Then a simple induction shows that
〈̺·〉,ς,ι(t)(A) = η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, µ(wj0wj1 . . . wjt−2 , X))
and 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(t)(B) = η〈·〉(ς, ι, t, µ(vj0vj1 . . . vjt−2 , X)) for all t > 1, ι = ∅
ω, and all
choices of 〈·〉. Now, consider that especially for t = k + 2 we have that
wj0wj1 . . . wjt−2 = wi0wi1 . . . wik
= vi0vi1 . . . vik
= vj0vj1 . . . vjt−2
and, thus, also 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(k + 2)(A) = 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(k + 2)(B), independent of the choice of
〈·〉. As this implies that p( 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(k + 2)(A)) = p( 〈̺·〉,ς,ι(k + 2)(B)) for any unary
predicate p ∈ P , it proves that ς satisfies p A ↔ p B at position k+2. Hence, the
computation ς also satisfies (p A ↔ p B), which concludes the proof.
Note that we do not use any inputs to encode the PCP instance in the proof
above. As a consequence, it immediately follows that the satisfiability problem
of TSL is undecidable as well.
A.4 Other Benchmarks
Escalator As an illustrative example of the logic, we build up the specification
of an escalator controller. To this end, we first commit to the following phys-
ical model. To interact with the environment the escalator is equipped with a
motor, which moves its steps either up, down, or is turned off. To observe the
environment, it additionally can read from two sensors, at the bottom and at the
top, that reliably detect whenever somebody enters or exists. To program the
controller, we receive the inputs of the sensors via two input signals: bottom and
top. The steps are controlled via the output signal: steps. We start with a sim-
ple, non-reactive version that continuously moves up. This behavior is described
via:
Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K
Note that we use MOVEUP() as a 0-nary function here, as the command does not
depend on any other given signal. However, for a concrete system, we instead
would replace it with the matching library call (including possible static param-
eters), that passes the movement command to the motor’s driver. Nevertheless,
reflecting these details here would go beyond the scope of this illustration.
Next, let us make our escalator reactive, in the sense that it only moves up,
if there is actually somebody on it, using it. A first specification looks as follows:
((
(enterEvent bottom ∧ ¬exitEvent top)↔ Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K
)
∧
(
(exitEvent top ∧ ¬enterEvent bottom)↔ Jsteps֋ STOP()K
))
While this specification is realizable, it also turns out to be incomplete. The
elevator stops as soon as the first user leaves it at the top, but there still may
be other users behind.
A short inspection reveals that we cannot solve this problem via purely re-
acting to the given inputs. Instead, we need to introduce a counter (used as
an internal signal), which keeps track of the users on the escalator. Hence, we
change the previous specification into
((
(enterEvent bottom ∧ ¬exitEvent top)↔ Jusers֋ (+) users 1K
)
∧
(
(exitEvent top ∧ ¬enterEvent bottom)↔ Jusers֋ (+) users (-1)K
))
With this change, it only remains to start and stop the escalator whenever the
number of users toggles between zero and non-zero:
((
((==) users 0 ∧ ¬ ((==) users 0))↔ Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K
)
(
(¬((==) users 0) ∧ ((==) users 0))↔ Jsteps֋ STOP()K
))
In conjunction with the previous part, we obtain a complete description of a
reactive escalator, which we can use to synthesize a respective FPP program.
The result not only satisfies the specification, but also is immediately executable
on the controller (after compilation).
Note that we can easily extend our specification, by adding even more prop-
erties. This is possible without changing the previous parts at all. For example,
consider an alarm, that is activated whenever there are too many users on the
escalator. Another variant would be a smart version, which moves up and down,
triggered by the entrance point of the next user whenever the system is idle. For
the sake of illustration of these statements, we give a possible realization of the
second variant in the sequel.
We present the specification of a smart escalator, which is able to move
into both directions: up and down. Thereby, the direction is determined by the
entrance point of the first user entering the escalator when it is empty. If the
escalator already moves into a specific direction, we ignore enter and exit events
into the opposite direction until it stopped again. The specification ϕ = ψ →∧7
j=0 ϑj consists of:
ψ = ¬
(
(==) steps MOVEDOWN() ∧ (==) steps MOVEUP()
)
∧
¬
(
enterEvent top ∧ exitEvent top
)
∧
¬
(
enterEvent bottom ∧ exitEvent bottom
)
ϑ0 =
(
(enterEvent bottom ∧ ¬ exitEvent top ∧ ¬((==) steps MOVEDOWN())) ∨
(enterEvent top ∧ ¬ exitEvent bottom ∧ ¬((==) steps MOVEUP()))
)
↔ Jusers֋ (+) users 1K
ϑ1 =
(
(exitEvent top ∧ ¬ enterEvent bottom ∧ ¬((==) steps MOVEDOWN())) ∨
(exitEvent bottom ∧ ¬ enterEvent top ∧ ¬((==) steps MOVEUP()))
)
↔ Jusers֋ (+) users (-1)K
ϑ2 = Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K
→ (==) users 0 ∧ enterEvent bottom
ϑ3 = Jsteps֋ MOVEDOWN()K
→ (==) users 0 ∧ enterEvent top
ϑ4 = (==) users 0 ∧ enterEvent bottom ∧ ¬enterEvent top
→ Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K
ϑ5 = (==) users 0 ∧ enterEvent top ∧
¬enterEvent bottom → Jsteps֋ MOVEDOWN()K
ϑ6 = (==) users 0 ∧ enterEvent top ∧ enterEvent bottom
→
(
Jsteps֋ MOVEUP()K ∨ Jsteps֋ MOVEDOWN()K
)
ϑ7 = ¬((==) users 0) ∧
(
(==) users 0 ∧ ¬enterEvent top ∧ ¬enterEvent bottom
)
↔ Jsteps֋ STOPK
FRPZoo A special role is played by the FRPZoo benchmark set, which refers to
a standard online benchmark suite, designed to compare FRP library language
designs [20]. The specification separates between three different behaviors, given
as scenarios 0, 5, and 10. In every scenario, two buttons can be clicked: a “click
count” button, which counts the number of clicks, and a “toggle” button, which
toggles the enable/disable state of the “click count” button. The value of the
counter is displayed via some output interface. The three scenarios differ with
respect to the exact conditions of when the counter is updated, reset or displayed.
Haskell-TORCS The Haskell-TORCS benchmarks synthesize controllers for
an autonomous vehicle. Our specifications build upon the example of the Haskell-
TORCS bindings for building FRP controllers [18] in The Open Race Car Sim-
ulator (TORCS) [54]. The bindings are also used to run the synthesized imple-
mentations within the simulator. Autonomous vehicles use limited sensor data
about the environment (e.g. the distance to nearest obstacle) to control actua-
tors in the car (e.g. the steering wheel). The Haskell-TORCS set of benchmarks
synthesize a controller from TSL specifications where the sensors and actuators
are the input and output signals respectively. The functions used in the TSL
specifications for the Haskell-TORCS benchmarks, for example “slowDown” or
“turnLeft”, are implemented after the controller synthesis process. In this way,
we obtain a guarantee on the larger behavior of the system, while still allowing
numerically sensitive, data level manipulations, to be optimized as required by
the application.
The first “simple” Haskell-TORCS controller combines simple functions with-
out states. The “advanced” controllers included more detailed planning behavior
when approaching a turn. The specifications are also modular, in the sense that
control of the steering wheel and control of the gears are given separate specifi-
cations, and combined into a single FRP program after synthesis.
Counters The benchmarks of Table 2 consider a user interface that allows to
increment either one or two counters while at the same time ensuring that each
counter stays in range, as restricted by predicate. The benchmarks are inspired
by examples of the Reactive Banana FRP library [1], which can be found under
https://wiki.haskell.org/Reactive-banana/Examples. The benchmarks work on
a small interface, over which the user can increment or decrement one or two
counters.In the two counter case, he or she can switch between the counters
using an additional toggling input.
In the simple variant, the system only must ensure that each counter stays in
range, where it is allowed to ignore an increment or decrement request from the
user, if this could produce a counter value out of range. In the more advanced
variant, we also assume the existence of a graphical interface, where the inputs
are realized via pressing different buttons. Here, the synthesizer can only avoid an
increment of the user by disabling a button before pressing it could lead to an out
of range update. For all benchmarks, the synthesizer must utilize purity of the
increment / decrement operation to test early enough whether the environment
could produce an out of range value to prevent this either by ignoring the input
or by disabling the corresponding buttons.
